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SUMMARY 
The primary purpose of this investigation is to develop a 
convenient and accurate method for analyzing gas-turbine cycles to 
aid in predicting the performa:nce of· propeller-driv:i.ng power plants 
and the atate of the gas at varioua stat:tons 'vithin the power plant. 
The method takes into account the following f:' .ctors affecting the 
power-plant performance: . 
1. Variation of' pressure and temperature 'vith altitude 
2. Variation of specific heats '\-11th temperature I:.md composition 
of the 'tmrking flu.id. 
3. Difference between weight flow through the compressor and 
weight flow through the turbine 
, ' 
4. Effects of ram 
5. Thrust from exhaust jet 
The tab"Ulated gas pro:pert1e~ were used to produce charts from which 
the power-plant data. !!lay be ,selected. ~Ti thout lengthy calculations. 
The secondary purpose of this investigation is to de~er.mine, 
by application of the 'method that was developed, the performance of 
the basic propeller-driving power plant, consisting of inlet dif.-
fU.8er, compressor, cOIJ.bustion chamber, turbine, propeller, ana 
exhaust nozzle, and the basic power plant modified by the addition 
of intercooling, reheating; and regeneration. As an example of the 
application of the method, the performance of propeller-driving 
power plants 1-Taa determined for a flight speed of 400 miles per hour, 
a ratio of turbine-inl~t'temperatUre to,compressor-inlet temperature 
of 4.5, a compressor adiabatic efficiency of 0.85,' and a turbine 
adiabatiC efficiency of 0.90; the' power 'plantr; considered were the 
basic power p+ant and. the basic powcrplant modified by the add~tion 
of intercooling:,' reheating, . or regeneration. In addition, the effects 
of changing altitude and turb1ne~inlet temperature of the basic power 
plant were determined. 
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From. the determination of the };tower-plant performance, the fol-
lowing conclusions were drawn: ~he baSic gas-turbine power plant 
can cruise with a specific fuel consumption as 10101 as 0.37 pound of 
fuel per 119rsepower-hour •. The. effect"of the addition of an inter-
cooling heat exchanger or a reheating combustion ch~ber to the 
basic gas-turbine power plant is primarily to increase 'the specific 
power output with only small changes in the specific fuel consump-
tion. The addition of reheating yields a slightly greater increase 
in the specific power output than the addition of 1ntercooling. In, 
order to obtain a reduction' in the minimum specific fuel consumption 
by adding a regenerating heat exchanger to the basic gas-turbine 
power plant, the regenerating heat exchanger must have an effective-
ness greater than 0.50. If the turbine-inlet temperature is increased, 
the specific fuel consumption is decreased and the 8-~ec:tfic _power· 
output is increased; if the ambient atmospheric temperature is 
increased by decreasing the altitude, the specific fuelconeumption 
is increased and the specific power output is reduced. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the design 'of an aircraft'gas-turbine propeller-driving 
power plant, a convenient and. accurate method is desirable with 
which to analyze the power-plant performance over a wide, range of 
deSign conditions and. to determine the state of the gas at Various 
Bt~tions wi thin the power plant. A great amount of information has 
been published on the performance of gas-turbine power plants and 
several methods are nO¥l available for calculating the performance. 
(See references 1 to 10.) The performance calculations that have 
been made for stationary or marine power plants are not entirely 
Buitable for use in the. design of aircraft power plants because 
the, perrornlance has been calculated a.t sea level and at zero fliglit 
-speed. "The methods of analYSis that make use of constant specifio 
heats or a single working substance are satisfactory for making 
general oomparisons of many kinds of power plant but· these nlethods 
·are"not sUffioiently accurate to be useful ,in the final design of 
an aircraft power plant ~' .. ", 
The primary purpose of this investigation is to develop. a, ' .. 
convenient and accurate method for analyzing gas-turbine c1clea ' 
to aid in predicting the perf~rmanceof propeller-driving power 
plants and the state of the gas at various stations ~'Tithin the 
power plant. ThemethoQ. takes into account the following factors 
affecting the power-plant performance: ' 
(1) Variation of pressure and temperature with altitude 
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(2) Variation of specific heats with temperature and composition 
of the working fluid 
(3) Difference between weight flow through the compressor and 
weight flow through the turbine 
(4) Effects of ram 
(5) Thrust from exhaust jet 
The methods of analysis neglecting these factors are simple and 
brief but are not sufficiently aecurate to be used in the final 
design of an aircraft power plant. The methods of analysis that 
make use of tabUlated gas properties are very accurate, but the 
process of analysis is long and laborious. The method reported is 
a compromise betvreen these two extremes and makes 'Use of charts 
prepared from the tab~lated gas properties in order that accurate 
data may be selected in. a comparatively short time. 
The secondary "Pu1:'I)ose of this investigat,:!.on is to determine 
the performance of several theoretical :propeller-driving power 
plants by applying the developed method of analysis. The power 
plants to be considered are the baslc power plant (consisting of 
inle'l:; diffuser, compressor, combu.stion chamber, turbine, propeller,-
and exhaust nozzle) and the basic power plant modified by the addi-
tion of' an in;tercooling heat exchanger, a reheating combustion cham-
ber, or a regenerating heat exchanger. In addition, the effects 
of chang:i.ng altitude and turb:i.ne-inlet temperature on the basiC 
power plant are to be determined. 
SYMBOLS 
The following symbols are used in this analysis: 
C coefficient of velocity for exhaust nozzle 
e effectiveness of heat exchanger 
f fuel-air ratio 
F specific fuel oonslunption, potUlds per horsepower-hour 
g mass ratio, 32.17 pounds per slug 
R enthalDY in total state, foot~pounds -per pound 
P total pressure, pounds per sqlmre foot absolute 
p sta'He pressure, pounds per square foot 
B ,gas oonstant, foot-pounds per pottnd oR 
T total temperature, ~ 
t statio temperature, Drl 
V velooity relatlve to enginG, feet per second. 
W work, foot-pounds per pound 
1 ratio of speoifio heats 
1) efficiency 
Subsoripts: 
ad reversible adiabatic 
b combustion or burner 
b f ' reheating combustion 
c compressor 
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ct first, or low-pressure, stage of compressor 
e" second, or high-pressure, stage of compressor 
d inlet diffuser 




'0 oVer all 
p propeller 
r regenerating heat exchanger 
S shaft 
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t turbine 
t" first, or high-pressure J stage of t1xrbine 
til second, or low-pressure, stage of turbine 
The following subscripts refer to stations' in the engine: 
o free stream or entrance to inlet diffuser' 
I compressor inlet or exit fromi~et diffuser 
" 2 inlet to intercooling hea.t exchanger 
3 exit from intercooling heat exchanger 
4 compressor exit or air inlet to regenerating heat' exchanger 
5 combustion-chamber inlet or air exit from regenerating heat 
, exchanger 
6 turbine inlet or combustion-cham11er exit 
7 i,nlet to reheating combustion chamber 
5 
8 exit frbm reheating combustion chamber or inlet to second-stage 
turbine 
9 turbine exit or exhaust-gas inleti to regenerating heat 
exchanger 
10 inlet to exhaust nozzle or exhaust-gas exit from regenerating 
heat exchanger 
11 exit from exhaust nozzle 
ANA-LYSIS 
Description of Cycles 
Several cycles of operation have been proposed for gas-turbine 
power p18....11tS. The siro.nlest of these is based on the Brayton 
(or Joule) cycle .in which the working substance is isentropically 
compressed, heated at constant pressure, expanded with constant 
entropy to the in1tial pressure, and then cooled at constant pressure 
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to the orj.ginal state. The adaptation of this ideal cycle for use 
in an actual power plant, is herein referred to as the basic cycle. 
The effects of intercooling d.uring the compression process and 
reheating or regeneration dw~ing the expansion process on the basic 
cycle are considered in the analysis of tbeintercooling cycle, the 
reheating cycle, and the regenerating cycle, respectively. 
Basic cycle..:.. - In the basic cycle, a:l.r from the free stream 
(station 0) is diffused. so the velocity of the air is reduced from 
the flight speed to the velocity at the compressor inlet (stat:i.on 1). 
(See flg. 1.) In fignre 1 the solid lines represent ideal, reversible 
processes; the dotted lines indicate the aI>proximate path between the 
end points of the actual,irrevers1ble processes and lin1<;: the ends of 
the id.eal processes with the ena.a of the real processes. In the 
compressor, the air is oompressed pe·cl\Teen sta.tes 1 ana. !~ (fig. I( a) ) • 
The losses in the compressor alter the cO~Dression from the revers-
.1ble path of 1 to 4id. The air leaving the compressor is burned 
"T;tth fuel between states 5 and. 6. The pressure losses during 
combustion produce a greater change in entropy than the constant-
pressure combustion from state 5 to 6id. The hot combustion prod.ucts 
are expar..d.ed with losses in a turbine from state 6 to 9 and in the 
exhaust nozzle from state 10 to ll. The cycle is closed in the 
atmosphere from state 11 to O. 
Intercooling cycle. - The cycle of operation for a power plant 
using intercooling is represented by the diagrams in figure l(b). 
The air compression is 'broken into two stages, states I to 2 and 
3 to 4; and the air is cooled, states 2 to 3, between the stages, 
with a small loss in total pressure. Intercooling reduces the 
vTork of compression. 
~eat1n& olole '. - The cycle of operation for a po"rer plant 
using reheating is represented by the diagrams in figure l( c) .In 
the reheating cycle, the expansion in the turbines is broken 'into 
tWQ stag{')s, states 6 to 7 and 8 to 9, and the air is 'burned with 
additional fuel, states 7 to 8, between the stages. Reheating 
increases the work of expansion. 
Regenerating c;y:cl!l.:.. ~ The cycle of operation for a pm,rer plant 
using regeneration is represented by the diagrams in figure l(d). 
Part of the energy in the gas leaving the turbine is reclaimed by 
means of a regenerating heat exchanger. The heat transferred from 
the exhaust gas cools the exhaust gas between states 9' and 10 and 
heats the compressed air between states 4 and 5 .. Regeneration 
reduces the fuel required to reach a given turbine"inlet temperature. 
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Method of Calcula.ting Engine Performance 
These cycles of opel"atioo C$l'l be constructed from the following 
elements: 
(a) Compression in the inlat diffuser 
(b.) Compression in the. ~O'.tI1pre-$sor 
(c) Intercooling 
(d) Combustion 
( e) Expansion in the t:~'b1ne 
(f) Reheating 
(g) Regeneration 
(h) Expansion in the exhaust nozzle 
In the following analysis each o,t these elements is considered 
separately. 
Compression i~_]he inlet diffuser. - The state of the air 
entering the compressor is-
4
different-from the state of the free 
'stream surr01.u,}-ding the po\Ver pla.'rJ.t because compre ssion is obtained 
in the j.nlet diffuser. The total temperature' of the air leaving 
the inlet diffuser is expressed al;! 
'V -1 V 2 fd 0 T =t +---
1 0 '"1 R 2g 
d,d 
(1) 
The values of "1 d and Rd vrere assumed equal to 1.'+0 and 53.3, 
respectively. The variation of the total temperature with altitude 
and speed is shown in figure 2. 
I 
If the diffusion of the air ahead of the compressor is isen~ 
tropic, the total pressure at the co:m;pressor inlet may be expresse.d . 
as 
(2) 
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This relation was -Used' to iridi'C'at.e' 'the',t'(far{ation of' total pressure 
with altitude and flight speed, as shown j.n figure 3. An actual 
diffuser will not produc'eas' great' a pressure rise as equation (2) 
indicates. The relation betvTeen the actual and the ideal p~ress1J.re 
recoveries is expressed in several ways and each of these f,orpls of 
expression is used by a different : 'group 'of designers. 'The ideal 
pressure recovery is given here so that each designer may -qse his 
own method of correction. ' 
Compression in the compressor 
no variation in the value of 1 c ' 
may be expressed as 
(no intercool'ing). - If there is 
the work of compression ,for air 
-l 
Unfortunately, the variation of 10 is sometimes large and this 
expression gives inaccurate res'Lllts for a s1ngle 'Value of 10 over 
a wide range of pressure ratios and initial temperatures.' In order 
to obtain a simple and accurate means of computing the coro:p,ressor 
work, the data for dry air obtained from Keenan and Kaye (reference 11) 
were plotted in figure 4 with the ratio of cha..Tlge in enthalpy for Em 
isentro:pic comp,ression, or ideal compressor work, to the compressor-
inlet ,total temperature Mad,c fT as a functi.on 0,1' the ,preSE?ure ;ratio 
for compressor-inlet total temperatures of 4000 , 5000 , and 6000 R. 
For pressure ratios less than 10, t:lfad cfTl is virtually unaffected 
if the initial temperature varies from 4000 to 6000 R. For a pres-
sure ratio as h1gh as 100 ,_figure 4 indicates ,.,1 thin ±l. 5 percent' the 
, v8:riation of t:lfad clrl with P4;P1 for initial temperatures of 
4000 to 6000 R. ' 
The work of compreSSion in foot-p.ounds per pound of air passing 
through the compressor ,is expressed as 
<·1 ' ( 4) 
where t:lfad cITl is determined from figure 4. An alternate method 
, 
for determining the work of cotn.pression is given in reference 12. 
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The· following methoq. m!3.y be used. to a.etemine the tem-perature 
after compression: The change j.n enthalpy during compression is 
expressed as 
where Mad c trl is determined from figu . l"':'e!+. The variation of , 
the enthalpy of air with temperature (reference 11) is shown in 
figure 5 for a base temperature of 4000 R. Wi th this chart, the 
9 
ini t1al enthaJpy rr.ay be determined wh,!?n the initial tem:perature 1s 
known. The enthalpy of the air le~v1ng the com:pressor may be 
determined by adding th,e initial enthal:py to the change lnenthalpy 
in equation (5); the tem~eratlITe of the air leaving the compressor 
T4 may then be found from tM.s final enthal-py and figure 5. 
CO!I'1..1?ression with intercQ.2ling. - The addition of an inter-
cooling heat exchanger betiveen two stages of compression reduces 
the work of com-pression because thetem:perature of the air entering 
the second stage is lowered. by coolj.ng the air bet'veen the stages. 
For a given turbine -inlet tem:perature T 6, the net work output of 
the cycle is increased and the fuel in:put must be increased; 
For a given over-all -pressure ratiO, the work of compression 
varies with the 'Pressure rat:i.o across the first stage of comllres· 
sion. By taking the partial derivative of an e:X:llression for the 
over~all compressor work, the work of compression is found. to be 
a minimum if 
where the effectiveness of the intercooling heat exchanger ei 
defined as 
The relation expressed in equation (6) is derived in ap:pend1x A. 
( 6) 
1s 
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Because for a given turbine-inlet temperature T6, the addition 
of intercoo11ng increases both the net work out~ut of the cycle and 
the fuel that must be added, the manner in Which the s~ecific fuel 
consum~tion is affected by intercooling is not immediately a~~arent. 
The pressure ratio gj.ven in equation (6) 'i4'as selected to minimize 
the com~ressor work without regard. for the efficiency of the cycle. 
By taking the partial derivative of an ex~ression for the cycle 
efficiency, the cycle efficiency is found to be a maximum if 
(8) 
where 
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This relation' is derived in appendix B. In the a.erivation of equa-
tions (6) and (8), several simplifying assumptions were made with 
the result that the pressUre ratios indic'ated by these- equations 
are in error, but the values are approximately correct. 
:. It the.single':'stage compression of the basic cycle. is replaced 
by a two:-stage' com;pression with intercooling and the product of, the 
pressure ratios ~.f the two-stage compression equals the pressure 
ratio of the single-stage compression, the effioiency of each stage 
of the two-stage compression must be different from the efficiency 
of the single-stage compression tor the power-plant performance' 
calculated in order for the intercooltng cycle to be comparable 
wi th that calculated. for the basic cycle. If two stages with equal 
adiabatic efficiencies are so arranged that the air flows succes-
sively through the two stages without any intercooling, the adia-
batic ef'ficiency of the over-all compress:i.on is lovi'er than the 
adiabatic efficiency of .each of the stages (reference 13). In 
order to give comparable results, the efficiencies of two stages 
must be ree.ssigned so the change in enthalpy for a two-stage 
compression with )ntercooling of zero effectiveness will be equal 
to the change in enthalpy for a oorresponding s1.ngle-stage compres-
sion. As the effectiveness of the intercooling heat exchanger is 
varied from zero, the efficiencies of each of the two stages should 
be held constant. 
The OVer-all pressure ratio across two compressor stages with 
intercooling is eX'Pressed as 
Combustion. - The air entering the combustion chamber is burned 
with fuel to provide a high gas temperature at the turbine ~nlet. 
Because the 'Power plant operates with a large work output and a low 
specific fuel consUID'Ption when the turbine-inlet tem'Perature is high, 
the power plant is normally designed to operate at the highest '. 
temperature that the materials will permit. For convenience in 
this analysis the combustion efficiency is defined as 
(10) 
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The combustion chart·(fig. 6)' is presented for the determination 
of the ideal fuel-air ratio fid when the j.nitial and final tempera" 
tures of combust:i.on are given. This figure was prepared from the data 
of reference 14. The fuel was assumed to be saturated liquid octane 
at 600 F and the air was assumed to be composed of 79~percent nitrogen 
and 21-percent oxygen by volume. The maximum temperature considered 
is low enou~l to neglect the effects of dissociation. The chemical 
energy of octane is 2,201,618 Btu per mole andth~;Latent heat of 
vaporization is 17,730 Btu per mole (reference 15). If an alternate 
fuel is used with a hyd.rogen-carbon ratio between 0.15 and 0.)25, an 
eqUivalent ideal fuel-air ratio may be. determined from figure 6. The 
ideal fuel-air ratio for the alternate fuel may be determined by 
multiplying the equivalent ideal fuel-air ratio by.the lower heating 
value of octane and dividing the resulting product by the lower 
heating value of the . alternate fuel. Reference 16 supports the 
accuracy of this procedure. If the hydrogen-carbon ratio is bet'oJ'een 
0.15 and 0.25, this method is cOI'rect W1th;l.n l~ -percent. 
When combustion occurs in a reheating combustion chamber, the 
gas entering the reheating combustion chamber is the prod.uct of a 
previous combustion. The temperature and the fuel-air ratio at the 
inlet of the reheating combusM.on chamber are. known. These values 
can be used with figure 6 to obtain a fictitious initial temperature 
that would exist in a combustion chamber whose exit conditions are 
the same as the inlet conditions of the relwatlng combustion chamber. 
If. the temperature at the exit from this theoretical combustion 
chamber is increased, figure 6 gives the new value of tid required 
to reach the new exit temperature. The difference between these two 
fuel-air ratios f id 8 - f6 is the amount of fuel ideally required 
·to change (1+f6) p6unds of gas from the state at the inlet of the' 
reheating combustion ohamber to (l+fid 8) pounds of gas at the 
required temperature at the exit from the reheating combustion chamber. 
The fuel-air ratio at this point is expressed as . 
(11) 
For some conditions at the entrance of the reheating combustion 
chamber, the fictitious initial temperature will be less than 5000 R 
and will therefore be beyond the range of figure 6. The data of 
figure 6 may be extrapolated by assuming that the curve of constant 
initial temperature less than 5000 R lies a constant vertical distance 
above the curve for an initial temperature of 5000 R. The conditions 
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at the entrance of the reheating combustion chamber determine one 
point on this line of constant initial temperature and the assump-
tion mad~ for extrapolation determines the rest of the line. 
ExpanSion in turbine. - After combustion, the gases are expanded 
in a turbine. ' If 'Yt does not vary during the expansion, the turbine 
work in foot-pounds per pound of gas passing through the turbine may 
be expressed as 
'Yt-ll 
'Nt =: fls t 21... RtT6 1 _ (~)'Yt 
, 'Yt-l P6 J (12) 
If "t varies during the expansion, equaM.on (12) may be used to 
determine the turbine work as long as an appropriate value of 'Yt 
is selected. Finkel and Turner (reference 17) give data that are 
useful in choosing the "falue of "t for pressure ratios as high 
as 10. Data on the variation of 'Y with teIJ:!.pe:rature &nd fuel-air 
ratio obtained. from references 11 andJ.8 are plotted in figure 7. 
In this analysis a chaxt was constructed to permit the ideal 
turbine work to be read directly for pressure ratios up to 32. The 
chart was constructed by using equation (12) and figure 7; the value 
of "t was selected from figure 7 at'the mean temperature between 
the inlet total temperature and the ideal exit total temperature 
for the expansion. An estimate of the ideal exit total temperature 
was obtained by choosing a value of rt at the temperature 'I'6 
and -the corresponding fuel-air ratio. The avera.ge 'of 1{he estimated 
ideal exit total temperaturt'3 and the inlet total temperature 'is the 
first approx1mation of the true mean temperature; a second approxi-
mation is uzmecessary. The value of Rt was determine 0_ from the 
relation 
(13) 
This relation was obtained from equation (21) of reference 17 and 
is va:l.id for the products of combustion of oct-ane aIld dry air when 
the fuel-air ratio is not greater than .stoichiometric -and. combustion 
is complete. 
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The ideal turbine work Wt !1'ls t was determined from equation (12) 
for a range of turbine -inlet tempefature frOm. Booo to 30000 R, for 
pressure'ratios from 1.5 to 32, and"for fuel-air ratios of 0.010, 
0.040, and 0.067. The results of this evaluation are plotted in 
figure B. These results vlere checked with the tables of the gas 
properties given in .reference 17. ,The maximum disagreement between 
the two results was less than 0.5 percent of the tl~bine work. 
The temperature of the gas leaving the turbine may be determined 
from. the enthalpy drop across the turbine. The change in enthalpy 
during expansion is expressed 
(14) 
The value of 'Wt/1'ls t may be determined from figure B. The enthalpy 
of the gas is plott~d against the temperature in figure 9 ,from data 
given in reference 18. The base temperature for this chart Is 
5400 R, which is 1400 R greater than that of figure 5. The entpalpy 
H6 may be determined from fi.gure 9 at the temperature T6j H9' , 
may then be determined from equation (14) and T9 may be fo~d 
from figure 9. 
Reheating during expansion. - The addition of· reheat:tng to th~, 
basic cycle results in the productio~ of an increaSed quantity of 
work for each pound of a~r that passes through the power plant. 
By taking the partial den vative of an expression for the work' of ," 
a two-stage expansion with reheating, the work is found to be a 
maximum if 
(15) 
This expression is derived in appendix C. 
Equation (15) was derived to maximize the work output of the 
power plant without regard for the specific fuel consumption. By 
taking the partial derivative of an expression for the cycle 
effiCiency, the cycle'efficiency is found to be a ~LXimum if 
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(16) 
where 
z..:1 r ~ Z ..:l p 1 .~ T6 T8 1 P6 1 
Z ::: 'f\ IT (:.2.) tTl _. + - - 1 .. - (-) -t P6 tt Tl Tl Tlc P9 
Equation (16) is derived in appendix D. In the derivation of 
equations (15) and (16), several simplifying assumptions were 
made with the result that the pressure ratios :i.ndicated by these 
equations are in error, but the values are approximately correct. 
If the single-stage expansion of the basic cycle iS,replaced 
by a two-stage expansion with rehee.ting and the product of the 
pressure ratios of the ywo-stage expansion equals the pressure 
ratio of the single-stage expansion,the efficiency of each stage 
of the two-stage expansion must be different from the efficiency 
of the single -stage expans1.on in order that the pO'VTer-plant per-
formance calculated for the reheating cycle may be comparable with 
that calculated for the basic cycle. If two expansion stages with 
equal adiabatic efficiencies are so arranged that the air flows 
successively through the two stages without any reheating between 
the stages, the adiabatic efficiency of the over-all expansion is 
higher than the adiabatic efficiency of each of the stages. In 
order to give comparable results, the efficiencies of the two stages 
must be reassigned so the change in enthalpy for a two-stage expan-
sion without reheating is equal to the change in enthalpy for a 
corresponding single -stage expansion. This adjustment in efficiency 
is very similar to the change in efficiency for a two-stage 
compression. 
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The over-all pressUre ratio across two turbines with reheating 
is expressed as 
P9 P7 P8 P9 
-=---P6 P6 P7 P8 
~egeneration. - When the cycle makes use ·of regeneration, con-
sideration must be given to the effects'of the regenerating heat 
exchanger on the temperatures of the gas entering the exhaust nozzle 
and the air entering the combustion chamber. The effectiveness of 
the heat exchanger is conveniently defined as 
(18) 
The temperature T4 is determinable from the compressor calcula-
tions. The value of T9 may be estimated from the homologous basic 
cycle, and this approximate value of T9 may be substituted in 
equation (18) and T5 may be computed for the assume~ yalue of sr' 
By means of the calculation methods previously outlined, a second 
appr,oximation of T9 may be detsrmined; a third approximation is 
unnecessary. With this correct value of T9' a new value ofT5 
may be found from equation (18), and f6 may in turn be determined 
from figure 6. 
The temperature of the exhaust gases leaving the regenerating 
heat exchanger may be determined by applying,the principle of the 
conservation of energy. 'Vlhen there are no heat losses from the 
regenerating heat exchanger, 
The quantity R4 may be determined from equation (5). The value 
of H5 may be found from T5 and figure 5., and the magnitude of 
H9 may be determined from equation (14). The value of T10, may 
then be determined from equation (19) and figure 9. The two plots 
of enthalpy as a function of temperature (figs. 5 and 9) were not 
combined because they have different base temperatures and minor 
differences in the composition of dry air. 
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Expansion in exhaust nozzle. - The gases leaving the power 
plant are expanded in an exhaust nozzle a..l1d given a rearward velocity 
to aid in propelling the air}?lane. The exhaust jet veloc i ty is 
given as 
I 
VJ " C V28 r:~l RtT10 (20) 
Equation (20) was evaluated for various values o~ 1 j and Pll/PIO' 
and the results are plotted in figure 10 . with 7L. . as a functj.on 
. ~ TIO 
of 'Y j and P 10/Pll' The value of P lO/P11 may be determined by 
by considering all the presstrre ratios in the power plant: 
P10 PI P4 P5 P6 P9 PIO 
-=--~---- (21) 
For a cycle without regeneration 
(22) 
The work of propulsion from the jet in foot-pounds per pound of air 
entering the compressor is expressed as 
Over-all power-plant performance. - The net thrust work of the 
power plant in foot-pounds per pound of air entering the compressor 
is expressed as 
(24) 
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The specific fuel consum.:ption in :pouncl.s of fuel :per net thrust 
horsepower-hour is expressed as. 
F .. 1.98 X 106 : 
n 
S~ple calc\uations are given in a:ppendix E for each cycle. 
DISCUSSION OF CYCLE .ANALYSES 
A:pp1ication of Analysis 
The foregoing method of analysis was used to analyze the :per-
formance of gas-turbine power :plants at their design points. Four 
cycles of operation were considered: (1) .the basic cycle, (2) the 
intercooling cycle, (3) the reheating cycle, and (!~) the regenerating 
cycle. A flight speed of 400 miles :per hour was selected. One set 
of calculations was run i>lUll the al ti tude varying from sea level to 
30,000 feet in order to show the effect of altitude; another set of 
calculations 'Yras run with the turbtne-inlet temperature varying from 
20000 to 25000 R to show the effect of peak cycle temperature. The 
other calculations were raad.e for analtltude of 30,000 feet and a 
turbine -inlet temperature of 20000 R corres:Ponding to a ratio of 
turbine-inlet temperature to com:pressor-inlet temperature of 4.5. 
The conJ±>ressors were assumed to have over-all adiabatic and shaft 
effiCiencies of 0.85 and. 0.84, res:pectively, and the turbines were 
assumed to have over-all adiabatic and. shaft effic:tencies of 0.90 
and 0.89 , respectively. The assumed velocl.ty coefficient of the 
exhaust nozzle was 0.97. The combustion efficiency was assumed to 
be 0.90, and a propeller efficiency of 1.00 was assigned to' obtain 
a conservative estimate of the equivalent shaft work. A list of 
the cycles analyzed and a summary of the operating conditions are 
presented in table I. 
It was assumed that the combustion takes place with no loss in 
total pressure. This assumption results in values for the specific 
power output and the specific fuel consum:ption that are from 2 to 
5 :percent higher and 10'tTer than the specific power out:put and specific 
fuel consum:ption, respectively, of a :power plant with a total-:pressure 
loss of 5 percent during combustion. The flow through the intercooling 
and regenerating heat exchangers was assumed to take place with no 
108s in total pressure or heat. The drag produced by a change in 
momentum of the cooling air :passing;through the intercooling heat 
exchanger was not considered.~ 
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The ratio of the total pressures across the compressor was 
assigned equal to the ratio of the total pressures across the tur-
bines •. This assumption, in oombination with the assumption of no 
pressure losses in the combustion chambers, intercooling heat 
exchanger, and regenerating heat exchanger, fixes the pressure 
ratio across the exhaust nozzle at the same value as 'the pressure 
ratio across the inlet diffuser. Preliminary calculations showed 
that this condition gives a specif'ic fuel consumption 3 to 5 percent 
higher than the consumption obtained with the optimum exhauat" jet 
velocity. Reference 10 presents data that support this statement. 
With the same pressure ratio acr08S the exhaust ngzzle and inlet 
diffuser, the jet work is generally a small part of the net work. 
For over"all pressure ratios greater than 4.0, the jet work is less 
than 12 percent of the net work. 
It waS necessary to reassign the compressor efficiencies when 
1ntercool:tng was used and to reassign the. turt):i ne efficiencies when 
reheating was used. The reassigned efficiencies were selected by 
trial and error. In assigning :thc na'VT efficiencies, the expansion 
of compreSSion was divided into two stages without reheating or 
intercooling between the stages •. The efficiencies of the first 
stage were kept equal to the efficiencies of the second. stage, and. 
the values of these effic.iencies were varied. unt:U a set of values 
was found for w~ich the work of the two-stage proce&s was equal to 
the worlrof ·the one -stage process. When reheating or intercooling 
vas added between the stages, the efficienoies were not changed from 
the effiCiencies that were found by trial and error. 
The curves in this report do not represent the performance of. 
an actuaJ. power plant under variable operating conditions.· In an 
actual power plant, pressure losses will occur in the inlet diffuser I 
the combustion chamber, the e~aust nozzle, the intercooling heat 
exchanger, and the regenerating heat exchanger. These pressure 
losses, in addition to reducing the output of the power plant and 
raising the speoific fuel oonsumption, change the pressure ratios 
at vlhich the maximum specific power output and. the min:l..m\1Dl specific 
fuel consumption are obtained. In all cases the perfonnanoe c~es 
show the best possible resultefor the design operating oon4itions. 
Basio Cycle 
The high specific power output. and. the low specific fuel con" 
I sumption that result from operating a gas-turbine power plant at 
high altitudes are clearly shown in figure 11. The increase in the 
spec.ific power output as the altitude is increased with a corresponding 
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decrease in ambient atmospheric temperatUre partly compensates for 
the low air flow through the engine at high 'altitude. At an alti-
tude of 30,000 feet, a gas-turbine power plant operating on the 
basic cycle can have a minimum specific fuel consumption of 0.37 pound 
of fuel per horsepower-hour (fig. ll(b}). 
The familiar gains in power and economy to be expected for opera-
tion at high maximum cycle temperatures are shown in figure 12. 
Appreciable gains in fuel economy with high turbine-inlet tempera-
tures are obtained only at very high pressure ratios (fig. 12(b». 
The chief advantage in high turbine-inlet temperatures is the large 
specific power output. These improvements in performance indicate 
the value of developing the means of operating gas-turbine power 
plants at high turbine-inlet 'temperatures. 
Intercooling Cycle 
The intercoollng cycle was first evaluated with equation (6) 
for the pressure ratio of the first stage of compression to give 
the maximum specific power output for the cycle. Because no pres-
sure loss was assumed through the intercooling heat exchanger and 
equal efficiencies were assigned, the maximum specific power output 
is obtained when the pressure ratio across the first stage is the 
square root of the oVer-all pressure ratio. Figure 13 shows that 
the' addition of an intercooling heat exchanger with an effectiveness 
of 0.50 will increase the peak specific power output 12 percent over 
the peak specific power output of the basic cycle. The change in 
the specific fuel consumption produced by the addj:l~ion of an inter-
cooling heat exchanger is negligible. . 
For intercooling at the point of lo~~st specific fuel consump-
tion, the pressure ratio of the" first stase was evaluated from 
equation (8), which gave pressure ratios for the first stage less 
than the square root of the over-all pressure ratiO. A small 
improvement in speCific fuel constunption over that of the basic 
cycle is shown in figure 14(b). Because the difference between 
the specific fuel consumptions with intercooling for the greatest 
specific power output and with intercooling for the lowest specific 
fuel consumption is small, the specific power output may be maxi-
mized with little regard for the specific fuel consumption. 
Because the effects of power-plant weight and size have not 
been conSidered in the analYSiS, it cannot be definitely concl~ded 
whether a power plant with intercooling will perform better than 
one without intercooling. For a temperature ratio T6trl of 4.5, 
a compressor adiabatic efficiency of 0.85, and a turbine adiabatic 
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efficiency of 0.90, these c~lculationa indicate that, even With an 
intercoolingheat exchanger with no ~ressure losses, the ~ossible 
reduction in s~ecific fuel consum~tion is very small. If the power 
plant is to produce a given net power, the addition of an inter-
cooling heat exchanger will decrease the weight of the compressor, 
the turbine, and the combustion chamber because the increase in 
specific power output will allow a reduction. in the air flow through 
each of these componenta, and it will add to the ~ower plant the 
weight of the intercooling heat exchanger with its attendant ducting. 
The intercooling heat exchanger selected should permit the airplane 
to have the smallest weight of power plant ruld fuel. In order to 
be a ~ractical addition to the basic cycle, the intercooling heat 
exchanger and its ducts must have a weight less than the reduction 
in we::i.ght of the remainder of the engine. Intercooling in combina-
tion with regenere,tion may be more ad.vcmtageous. 
Reheating Cycle 
In order to obtain the maximum specific power output for the 
cycle with reheating, the ~ressure ratio of the f:i.rst stage of 
expansion is determined from equation (15).· With equal two-stage 
efficiencies assigned and no pressure loss assumed during combus-
tion, the maximum output is obtained when the pressure ratio across 
the first stage is equal to the square root of the over-all pres-
.sure ratio. The peak specific power output of the reheating cycle 
with reheating at the point for maximum specific power output is 
33 percent greater than the peak specUic power output of the basic 
cycle '(fig. 15); this added output 1s, however, obtained at the 
ex~ense of some loss in fuel economy. 
When equation (16) was used to determ.ine the pressure ratio 
of the first stage of expansion, the performance equations were 
evaluated with reheating at the point for best fuel economy. The 
performance curves in figure 15 show a 15 percent gain in the 
maximum specific ~ower output over the basic cycle, and for ~res­
sure ratios greater than 17, a slight reduction in the specific 
fuel consum~tion. At ~ressure ratios less than 17, the speciflc 
fuel consumption is slightly higher with reheating at the ~oint for 
the best fuel economy than for the basic cycle. This incongruity 
is the result of errors irltroduced by the simplifying assumptions 
made in the deri vatlon of equation (16). 
This analysis indicates that the principal effect of the add.i-
tion of reheating to the basic cycle is to increase the output of 
the cycle. A supplementary analysis has indicated that if the 'pres-
sure ratio of the first stage of expansion is carefully chosen, the 
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specific power output maybe 25 percent greater for the reheating 
cycle than for the basic cycle and. the specific fuel consumption . 
will not be changed. 
When reheating is added to the basic cycle and. the air flow 
through the power plant is not changed, the weight of· the power 
plant will increase because a second com.bustton chamber must be 
added and the turbine following the reheating com.bustion cht~ber 
must be enlarged tdaccommodate the increased volume flow. The 
power-plant components ahead of the reheating combustion chamber 
are unchanged. In order to be a desirable addition to the basic 
cycle, reheating must prod.uce an· incres.se in the specific power 




The results of the regenerating-cycle analysis are shoWn in 
figure 16. The curves were not extended beyond a pressure ratio 
of about 17 because at higher pressure ratios the exhaust temperature 
of the turbine is lower than the dj.scharge' tem:perature of the com-
pressor and a reversal of heat flow occurs in the regene:r8 .. ting heat 
exchanger • For a pressure ratio greater than ,17, the addition of 
regeneration to the basic cycle results in an increase in the specific 
fuel consumption. :' 
Large reductions in the specific fuel consUI1il.ptlon are obtained 
at low pressure ratios J but ,the specific power output at a giyen 
pressure ratio is only slightly affected by the addition. of foegen-
eration. The reduction in the output is principally due to the 
reduced temperature at the entrance of the.exhaust nozzle, which in 
turn reduces the thrust obtained from the exhaust jet. The low fuel-
air ratio accompanying regeneration slight.ly reduces the mass flow 
through the turbine and. the exhaust nozzle and increases the value 
of I't, both of which reduce the output of the turb:i.ne and the jet. 
For a temperature ratio T6/Tl 'of 4.5, a compressor adiabatic effi-
ciency of 0.85, and a turbine adlabaticefficiency of 0.90, the 
regenerating heat exchanger must have an effectiveness greater than 
0.50 to obtain a minimum specific fuel consumption for the regener-
ating cycle lower than the minimum specific fuel consumption for 
the basic cycle. 
The design pressure ratio of a power plant" normally is between 
the pressure ratio for maximum specific pO\ver output and the pres-
sure ratio that produces the minimum specific fuel consumption; the 
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design pressure ratio of a pOvrer plant operating on the regenerating 
cycle will be low' compared with the other power plants. The low 
design pressure ratio results in a low specific weight for the com-
pressor and the turbine, but the power plant will also be burdened 
with the weight of a reger~rating heat exchanger and. its ducting. 
The regenerating heat exchanger must pass a large volume of gas at 
a high temperature, which the light metals cannot vTithstand •. The 
regenerating heat exchanger will therefore be both larger and 
heavier than a cOMgarable intercooling heat exchanger. 
Neglecting the pressure losses in the regenerating heat 
exchanger, as "tvas done in this analysis, will affect both the 
compressed air entering the combustion chamber and the hot exhaust 
gas entering the exhaust ~ozzle. In order to obtain high heat-
transfer coer'ficients and thereby limit the weight of the regener-
ating heat exchanger, the percentage loss in total pressure in the 
regenerating heat exchanger will be made sufficiently large to have 
a significant effect on the power-plant perform.l3.nce. For this 
reason, the performance of a power plant operating on the regenera-
ting cycle will depart by a greater amount from. 'the ,.performance ' 
predicted by this analysiS than will the perfor.m.ance of the three 
other cycles. Regeneration combined with rehea·t;ing or intercooling 
may appear more promising. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A method was developed for analyzj.ng gas-turbine cycles to aid 
in predicting the performance of propeller-driving power plants and 
the state of the gas at various stations within the power plant. 
The method takes into account the effects of ram, altitude, varia-
tion of specific heats} increase in weight flow due to the addition 
of fuel, and thrust from the e:r..haust jet. 
As an example of the application of the method, the performance 
of propeller-driving power plants was determi~d for a flight speed 
of 400 miles per hour, a ratio of turbine-inlet temperature to 
compressor-inlet temperature of 4.5, a compressor adiabatic effi-
ciency of 0.85, and a turbine adiabatic efficiency of 0.90; the 
following conclusions were derived.: 
1. The basic gas-turbine power plant can cruise with a specific 
fuel consumption as low as 0.37 pound of fuel per horsepower-hour. 
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2. The effect of the addition of intercooling or reheating to 
the basic cycle j.s pr:i,marHy to increase the s1?ecific pmver output 
wi th only small changes in the specific fuel consumption. The 
reheating cycle yield.a a greater specific power output than the 
intercooling cycl~. 
3. In ?rder to obtain a minimum specific fuel consumption for 
the regenerat:i.ng cycle lovier than that for the basic cycle, the 
regenerating heat exchanger must have an effectiveness greater 
than 0.50. 
4. When the tu.1:'bine-in.let temperature is increased, the specific 
power output is increased and the specif:1.c fuel consumption is 
decreased; if the ambient atmospheric temperature is increased. by 
decreasing the altitude, the specific power output is reduced and 
the specific fuel consumpM.on is increased.. 
Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Cleveland~ Ohio, July 24, 1947. 
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APPENDIX A 
PRESSURE RATIOS OF COMPONENT COMPRESSORS FOR MINIMUM 
WORK OF 90MPRESSION WHEN INTERCOOLING IS USED 
25 
In ora.er to determine the pressure ratio across each of the 
compressors the following assumptions were made: 
1. The adiabatic and the shaft efficiencies are equal for each 
compressor. 
2. Thera is no variation in tbavalua of 1 0 , 
(26) 
"lc l (27) 
(7) 
By combining equations (7) and (27) ~ 
1 c-l 
~ " (~t (1-61) + ~c' + "1-1 (28) 
Tl "lcl 'I'lct 
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By com.bj.ning equations (26) and. (g8~., 
n :10-1 
W = 1 0 -- R· ~l JI(~)1? -1 
o 1 -1 0 f\ ~.p 
.0, 0' .1 
. , 
.,. 
All of the varl:';!,bles except Weare assumed to be independent of 
P2 /Pl. When 1-Te is ,a. minj.muin., rJWeJa(P2/Pl)':: 0, ' ,and. 
( 6) 
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APPErIDIX B 
PRESSURE BATIOS OF COMPONENT COMPRESSOBS FOR MAXIMUM 
CYCLE EFFICIENCY WEEN INTERCOOLING IS USED 
In order to determine the pressure ratio across each of the 
compressors the following assumptions were made: 
1. The value of r is constant for the cycle. 
27 
2. The weight of fuel passing through the turbine is neglected. 
3. The adiabatic efficiency is equal to the shaft efficiency 
for the turbine and for each of the compressprs. 
4. There is no pressure loss through the combustion chamber. 
5. The jet ,.fOrk is zero. 
(30) 
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By combtning equations (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (3!1-), and (7), 
All of the variables exce:pt Tlo are assumed to be tnde:pendent of 
P2/Pl' When TJ o is a maximum, aYJ o /a(P2 /Pl) = 0, and 
(8) 
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where 
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APPENDIX C 
PRESSURE BATIOS OF COMPOroi:NT TURBINES FOR MAXIMUM 
TURBIl\IE WORK WHEN REEEATING IS USED 
In order to determine the pressure r~tio across each of the 
turbines, the following assumptions were made: 
1. The value of r t is constant. 
2. The adiabatic efficiency is equal to the shaft efficiency 
for each of the turbines. 
3. The weight of fuel passing through the turbines may be 
neglected. 
+ T)t" TS 1 
Tit' T6 
All of the variables except Wt are assumed to be independent of 
P7/P6. When Wt is a maximum., oYJt /o(Y7,!P6) = 0, and 
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APPENDIX D 
PRESSURE RA.TIOS OF COMPONENT TURBINES FOR MAXIMU1Y[ 
CYCLE EFFICIENCY WEEN REHEATING IS USED 
In orcler to determine the :pressure ratio across each of the 
turbines, the follovTing assumptions were ma<le: 
1. The value of y is constant. 
2. The weight of fuel passing throueh the turbines is . 
ne,glecte<l. 
3. The ad.iabatic efficiency is equal to the shaft efficiency 
for the compressor and for each of the turbines. 
4. There is no presSIlre loss in the combustion chambers. 
5. The jet ilOrk is zero. 
;' -:1. 
(~r ]. + ------- 1 
llc 
(40) 
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(41) 
When equations (37), (38), (39), (40), and (41) are combined, 
By hy:poi1hesis, P7 "" Ps' P9 "" P1 , and P5 :::: P6' All of the vari-
ables except 1')0 are assUIn.ed irl(:tependent of' P7 /P 6' When 110 is 
a maxim.um, "O'r10/2J(P7/P6) :;:: 0, and 
L 
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.APPENDIX E 
SAMPLE CAIJCULATION FOR GAS -TURBINE PO ViER PLANT 
Basic Cycle 
The following conditions were assigned for calculations of 
the basic cycle: 
Compressor pressure ratio, P4/Pl' 
Maximum. temperature, T 6, ~ . . . . . 
NACA standard altitude, ft ..• 
Flight speed, V 0' mph. . . • 
C , • , • , , 
llad.,c ' , . , , , , , 
. . 
~ad,t .•.. , . , , , . , 
~b 
11p " , , , , • , 
~s,c . • 




. . . 
. , . , 
... 
• . • . • . 10.0 
2000 
30,000 
. .•. 400 
0.97 
· . . . , . 0.85 





. • PIO/Pll 
1.00 
. From figure 2, for 400'miles per hOlw and 30,000 feet 
From figure 3 
p = 4.37 Ib/sq in. 
o 
Pl = 5.50 Ib/sq in. 
PI/PO := 5.50/4.37 = 1.26 
From figure 4 at a pressure ratio of 10 
M d /Tl == 173 a ,c 
I 
By substituting this, value in equation (4), 
Wc := (440/0.84) 173 := 90,600 ft-lb/lb air 
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From equation (5) 
H4 - HI :: (440/0.85) 173 = 89,500 -
From figure 5 
H4 ::: 7800 + 89,500 ::: 97,300 ft-lb/lb air 
T4 ::: T5 ::: 9170 R 
From figur~ 9 for T5::: 9170 R ru:dT6 ::: 20000 R 
·f .. ~= 0.0157 
. lu.. . 
By substituting this V'aluein equation (~O)~ 
f:: 0.0157"/0.90::: ,o.017J+ 
From figure 8 at a pressure- ratio of 10' and T6:: 20000 R 
"Tt /'1 s , t ::: 187,000 
Wt == i87,OOQ (0.89) ::: ,166,400 ft-lb/lb gas 
When equation (14) is used 
From figure 9 
H6 = 302,000 
H9::: 302,000 -168,300::: 133,700 f-t-lb/lb gas 
Therefore, 
T9 ::: 12140 R 
From figu~e 10 at a pressure ratio Pl0/Pll::: 1.26 
Vj /CII/T9 == 28.0 
Vj = (28.0) (0.97) IV1214 = 946 ft/sec 
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By substituting in equation (23), 
W j r- (587/32.2) [(1.0174) (946) - 587J 
::: 6800 ft-lb/lb air 
By using equation (24), 
Wri::: ~1.0174) (166,400) • 90,600J (1.00) + 6800 
::: 85,500 :et*lb/lb air 
::: 155.4 hp-sec/1b air 
From equation (25) 
F ::: 1.98 x 106 (0.0174/85,500) ~; 0.403 
. Intercoo1ing Cycle 
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The followj.ng cond.l M.ons were assigned for the intercooling 
cycle: 
Compressor pressure ratio, P4/Pl • . • . • . • . • . 10.0 
Maximum temperature, T6, ~ . . • . . • . • . • . 2000 
NACA standard altitude, ft .•.• '>' • . . • . . • • 30,000 
Flight speed, V 0' mph.. . • . • • • . • . . . • • • 400 
c 41' •• • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • 0.97 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.50 
• • . . . 
. . . 
· . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . .. . 
. . . . · . . 
. . . . . ,. . . · . . 
· . . . 0.90 
• • • • •• 0.90 
. . . . . • • . . . . 1.00 
. . 
· . 
.. • /I , 
• • • .4 
. . . 





The compressor adiabatic efficiencies should be equal and 
should be chosen so that if no intercooling takes place between the 
two stages, the change in enthalpy during compressioll is the same 
as the change in enthalpy of a single, compression having- the compres~ 
sor adiabatic efficiency equal to 0.85. After the adiabatic effi-
ciencies have been chosen for the two Btag~s, >the shaft e'fficiencies 
0.01 less than the adiaba;l:.ic efficiencies wiD be chosen. The value 
of P2/Pl will be so chosen that the specific power output will be 
maximized. 
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The following values are obtained fram the calculations of the 
basic cycle: 
From equation (6) 
In order to determine 
Tl = 4400 R 
Pl/po =: 1.26 
and 1) d ff' a ,c try 
From figure 4 at a pressure ratio of 3.16, 
By substituting this value in equation (5) 
~ = ~ = 0.873. 
ad c f ad c" , , 
~ - Hl == (411-0/0.873) 72.5 ::; 36,500 ft-lb/lb air 
From figure 5 
~ :;: 7800 + 3.6,500 :: 44,300 ft-lb/lb air 
. . 
Wi th an interc,oole.r effectiveness of zero 
From equation (5) 
For intercooling of zero effectiveness 
If this value for H4 - HI is compared with the value of H4 -.Hl 
in the basic cycle, it will be found to be very nearly the same; 
therefore, the value for 1) d t' and 1) d " tht'.d:',;'~>s arbitrarily a ,c a ,c 
selected is satisfactory. . 
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The compressor effi9ienciee are 
'l'\ad,c' ~ '!lad.,clt = 0.873 
'!ls ,e' -= 'l'\s ,c" = 0.863 
When intercoo1ing iensed with an effectiveness of 0.501 the 
'conditions in the first stage of the compression do not chan~. 
Mad,ct ITJ. = 72.5 
Wct ::: (1~40/o.863) 72.5 = 37,000 ft-lb/lb air· 
From equation (7) 
0.50 :.:: (6J"(o'T3)f( 637-440) 
TJ ,"" 539
0 R 
From equation (4) 
Wit:: (539/0.863) 72.5 ;;: 45,300 ft-lb/lb air 
c 
From equation (5) 
R4 w R3 = (539/0.873) 72.5 :: 44,800 ft-1b/lb air 
From figure 5 
H4 = 26,0()o + 44,800 :: 70,800 ft-lb/lb air 
'1'4 = 7760 It 
W =if,+W n C C C 
Wc = 37,000 + 45,300 :: 82,300 ft-lb/lb air 
The remainder of the calculations for the intercooling cycle are 
can-ied out in. the same manner as for the basic: cycle. 
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Reheating Cycle 
The following conditions were assigned for calculations of the 
reheating cycle: 
Compressor pressure ratio, P4/Pl' 
Maximum temperature, T6 = '1'8, OR 
NACA standard altitude, ft ••• 
Flight speed, VO' mph C 
• . • • I' . 
.' . 
. . . . . .. . 
. . .. . 
• . •. • 10.0 
.. . .. ".. ... 2000 
.: • • • •• 30,000 
• • • . • • • 400 
• . • 0.97 
· . . . . . . . . . 0.85 
• •• •• 0.90 
· . . .. .... 1.00 
. •• 0.84 
• . PIO/Pll 
•• 1.00 
The turbine adiabatic efficiencies should be equal and should be 
chosen so that if no reheating takes place between the two stages, 
the change of enthalpy during. the expansion is the same as the change 
of enthalpy of a single expansion having a turbine adiabatic effi-
ciency equal to 0.90. After the adiabatic efficiencies have been 
chosen for the two stages, shaft-efficiencies 0.01 less than the 
adiabatic efficiencies will be chosen. The pressure ratio P7/P6 
will,be so chosen that the specific power outPl.lt wj.ll be maximized. 
The following values are obtained from the calculations of the 
basic cycle: 
Tl = 4400 R 
PI/PO = 1.26 
Wc = 90,600 ft-lb/lb air 
T4 =. '1'5.= 9170 R 
f6 = f7 = 0.0174 
From eql.lation (15), 
In order to determine' Tlad t' 
, and ,Tlad, til' try Tlad tr ::: Tlad t" = 0.880 , , 
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From figure 8 at a pressure ratio of 3.16, f6 = 0.0174, and. 
T6 := 20000 R, . 
Wtt /TJ s t' -- 1CfJ ,500 ft-1b/1b gas , 
From equation (14) 
R6 - H7 = 107,500 (0.880) = 94,600 ft-lb/lb gas 
As in the basic cycle 
H6 = 302,000 
H7 = 302,000 - 94,600 = 207,400 ft~lb/lb gas 
From figure 9 
T7 = 15650 R 
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From figlrre 8 at a temperature of 15650 R, f7 = 0.0174, and at a 
pressure ratio of 3.16 
Wt tl/11 s t = 83,hoo ft-1b/lb gas , 
H7 ~ H9 ::: 83,400 (0.880) ::: 73,!1-00 ft-lb/lb gas 
(H6 - H7 ) + (H7 - H9 ) = 94,600 + 73,400 := 168,000 ft-lb/1b gas 
If this value for H6 - H9 is compared with the value of !l6 - H9 
in the basic cycle, it will be found to be very nearly the same; 
therefore, the values for TJad, tt and TJad, til that were arbitrariJ"y 
chosen are satisfactory. 
The turbine efficiencies are 
TJ ad tt := TJ ad til ::: 0.880 , , 
TJ s t' = TJ s ttl = 0.870 , , 
When reheating is used betvTeen the stages, the conditions in 
the first stage of the expansion do not change. 
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Wtl/TJs,t' ::: 101,500 ft-lb/lb gaa 
Wt , ::: 101,500 (0.870) = 93,500 ft-lb/lb gas 
The method of finding the fuel-air ratio after the reheating 
combustion chamber (see discussion of combustion in Analysis section 
of this report) is as follows: The conditions at the entrance to 
the reheating combustion chamber (T7 = 1565
0 R, f7 = 0.0174) cor-
respond to a fictitious initial temperature of less than 5000 R at 
the entrance to the imaginary combustion chamber. The point that 
describes the conditi,ons in the imaginary combustion chamber may be 
located on fj.gure 6 because T7 and f7 are known, and the distance 
of this point above the line of 5000 R initial temperature may be 
deterrn,j.ned. On the vertical line of 20000 R discharge temperature 
at a point that is an equ.a1 dieta.n.ee above the line of 5000 R initial 
temperature, . 
From equation (11) 
From figure 8 
f a= 0.0244 ld, 
f8 ;: 0.0174 + 0 .. 02!~~·0~9g·0174 
fa "" 0.0252 
Wt " ::: 101,500 (0.870) ::: 93,500 ft-lb/lb gas 
Wt ::: Wtt + 1"'t" ::: 93,500 + 93,500 ft.-:-lb/lb gas 
wt :: lS7, 000 ft-lb /lb gas 
H8 - H9 ::: 101,500 (0.880) = 94,600 ft-lb/lb gas 
From figure 9 at a temperature TS of 20000 R, and fS::: 0.0252 
H8 ::; 306,000 ft .. lb 11b gas 
H9 ~ 306,000 - 94,600 = 211,400 ft-Ib/Ib gas 
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From fi gure 9 
The rest of the calculations for the reheating cycle are carried 
out in the. same manner as those for the basic cycle. 
Regenerating Cycle 
The following conditions were assigried for calculations of the 
regenerating cycle: 
Compressor pressure ratio, P 4 tPl' • • • • • • • 
Maximum. temperature, T6; ~. • • • • • • • • 
:r-rACA standard altitude, ft • • • • • . f • • 
• • . • • 10.0 
• • 2000 
Flight speed, Vo' mph .••.••• r ••• C • • • • • • • • ~ ~ • • ••• til • 
Or ,.. • • • . . . . " . . . . 
1'lad c • . • . • • . • • . • . . • , . • . • . , 
Tlad,t .•. 
l'lb • • 
. . 
.. . . . 
. . . 
• • 
IIp •• , • • • • .• • .' • • • •.• • • f 
T)s, c • . • . , • • . . .. . . . . 
. . , . • • TJs,t • 
P1/po · . . . . " . . · · . . . • . . . 
P5tP4 "" P 6tP5 == P10tP9 
• . • . 30,000 
• • • • • 400 
• • • • •• O.CJ7 
• • • • 0.50 
. . . . . . .. 0.85 
· • • • 0.90 
• . • • • •• 0.90 
• • • • . • 1.00 
· . . .. . . 0.84 
• . ... . 0,89 
• • • • • P10/Pll 
• . • . 1.00 
The following values are obtained from. the calculations of the 
basic cycle: 
Tl == 4400 R 
Pl/po ::: 1.26 
We ::: 90i 6oo ft-lb/lb air 
T4 =.9170 R 
The temperature T9 may be estililated by aSSigning it equal to T9 · 
of the basic cycle as a first. approximation. 
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Substituting into equation (18) 
_T_5;.,..-_91_7_ 0.50 = 
·1214 - 91::; 
T5 ::: 10650 R 
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From figure 6 for T5 == 10650 R . and T6 ==.20000 R 
fid ::: 0.0139 
Substituting into equation (10) 
, . 
. f = 0 •. 0132. =' 0.0154 
. 0.90. . 
Fromfi~e 8 at a pressure ratio of 10 .and T6::: 20000 R 
Wt/T'ls 't =187,.000 
, . . 
Wt '::: .187,000 (~.89) = 166,400 ft-1b I'lb 'gas-
From equation (14) 
R6 - H9 ·= 187,OQO (0.90) ~ 168,300 ft-1b/lb gas 
From figure 9 
R6 ::: 302,000 ft-1bj1b gas 
R9 = 302,000 - 168,300 ::: 133,700 ft-1bj1b gas 
T9 ::: 12140 R 
The difference between the fuel-air ratio of the re@enerating cycle 
and that of the basic cycle has a negligible effect on the exit 
turbine temperature T9 , A second approximation is therefore 
unnecessary . From figU.1:'e 5at T5::: 1065° R ~ntl T4 "" 9170 R 
H5 = i26,~OO'ft-lb/1b air 
H4 :: 97,300 ft-1b j1b air 
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Substituting i,n equation (19) 
133 700 - H _ 126,000 ~, 97,300 
, 10 - 1.0154, 
H10 == 105,400 ft-lb/lb gas 
T10 :: 10770 R 
The rest of the calculations for the regenerating cycle are carried 
out in the same manner as those for the basic cycle. 
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NAT 'ONAL AOV tS(ltV 
COMM'TTIE FOR AERONAUT ICS 
Cycle Altl- Ai r ve- Compressor 
tude loeity adiabatic ( ftl (It/sec) effi ci ency, 
lIad,e 
0 
Basic IS,OOO 586 0.85 
30,000 
Basic 30,000 586 0.85 
Intercoollng 30.000 5S6 or 
Intercoollng 30.000 5S6 (I) 
Reheati no 30.000 !i66 0.85 
Regenera tI ng 30,000 586 0.85 
TABLE I .. A TABULATION OF THE CYCLES ANALYZED AND THE ASSUMED CONDITIONS 
CCIIIl!ressor Turbine Turbine _ COIIIb!.iUion Turbine - Intereool er Re~enerator Reheat Results primari I), 
shaft af- adiaba'Uc shaft efficiency, inlet . effecti ve- afeeti ve- turbi ne- show the effects 
fi ci eney, effi ei enev. e ff i ei eney, llb tempera- ness, ei ness, er inlet of: 
IIs j e !lad.t lIs,t ture, T6 tempera-(oRI ture, T8 (oR) 
0.84 0.90 0.89 0.90 2000 "--- --- -<-'- Altitude 
2000 






(I) 0.90 0.89 0.90 2000 u. oo 
!ntercooll no at 
---
... - the !lOi nt for 
1.00 Ilr~~~~st pOwer Out 
0 Interc:ool i no at 
(I) 0.90 0.89 0.90 2000 .50 
--- ---
the poi nt fot 
1.00 lowest specific (uel consumotion 
0.84 (2) (2) 0.90 2000 
--- ---
2000 Reheati no du ring 
exoansion 
0.94 0.90 0.89 0.90 2000 ... _- °.25 
---
Regeneration I:~ . '.-
(I) Efficiencies o( compressor stages with intercoollng chosen somewhat bigher to give performance e()uiyafent to single stage oTbasic cycle 
at same onr-all IIressure ratiO. 
(2) EUiclencies of turbine stages with reheating chosen somewhat lower to give performance equivalent to !lIIIgle stage a! basic cycle at same 
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(b) IntercooJing cycle. 
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Figure 4. - Chart for evaluating isentropic compressor work for initial 
temperatures from 400 0 to 6000 R and pressure ratios of 1.0 to 100. 
, Data from reference I I. ) 
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900 JOOO 1100 120 
Figure 5~ - Variation of enthalpy of air with temperatureA 'Data from 
























Temperature after combustion, oR 
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Figure 6. - Variation of ideal fuel-air ratio with the temperatures before and after combustion for 
the compl ete combustion of octane wi th dry ai r. (Data from reference 14.' Composi ti on of 801 r 
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Tellllperature. oR 
Figure 7~ - Variation of specific-heat ratio r with temperature and 
fuel-ai r ratio for the complete',combustion of octane wi th ai r. Data 

































TurDine pr ... ur.ratlo 
Figure 8. -Ideal turbine work for various turbine-inlet temperatures, 
fuel-air ratios, and turbine pressure ratios. (A 17 in. by 22 in. 
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Temperature, oR 
Variation of enthalpy of combustion products with temperature for various fuel-air 
(Data from referehce IS.) Base temperature, H :::0 at 540o R. 
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5 6 8 10 15 20 30 40 
Pressure ratio 
(a) Specific power output. 
Figure II .. - Performance of basic cycle at various NACA standard alti-
tudes .. Maximum temperature, 2000 0 R; fl ight speed, 400 mi las per 
hour; ~ad c' 0.8S; ~s c' 0.84; ~ad t' 0.90; ~s t~ 0.89; ~b' 0.90; I , , 1 
CiO.97; no pressure loss through burner. 
~ 
" 
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Pressure ratio 
(b) Specific fuel consumption. 
Figure II. - ConcllJded~ Performance of basic cycle at various NACA 
standard altitudes. Maximum temperature, 20000 R; fl ight speed, 400 
mi les per houri 'llad c' 0.85; 1'}5 C1 0.84; l'lad V 0.90; l'ls V 0.89; rlbl 
, I , I 
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Tu rbi ne-i n I et 
temperature 
..- ......... (OR) 
"" "-~~ ~ 
V 1'2500 II 
r--. 








1.5 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 15 20 30 40 
Pressu re ra t i 0 
(al Specific power output. 
Figure 12~ - Performance of basic cycle at various peak temperatures~ 
NACA standard altitude, 30.000 feet; flight speed, 400 miles per hour; 
~ad c' 0.85; ~s c' 0.84; ~ad t. 0.90; ~s t' 0.89; ~b' 0.90; C, 0.97; 
, I , , 
no pressure loss through burner. 
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U) 
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['::~ ~I:-- Turbine-inlet 
"" 
~t-- temperature 
~ (OR) t-- 1.-2000 ~ 
-r--:=: 2250 r--1-2500 
I 
·Y.5 2 3 5 6 8 4 10 15 30 40 20 
• 
Pressure ratio 
(b) Specific fuel consumption. 
Figure 12. - Concluded. Performance of basic cycle at v~rious peak tem-
peratures. NACA standard altitude, ~.OOO feet; fl ight speed, 400 
miles per hour; Tlad c' 0.85; TIs c' 0.84; Tlad l' 0.90; TIs V 0.89; Tlbl 
I I , , 
0.90; C, 0.97; no pressure loss through burne~ 
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Pressure ratio 
(a) Specific power output. 
Figure 136 - Pertormance of intercool ing cycle with intercooJ ing at pOint 
for greatest power output. Maximum temperature, 2000 0 R; NACA standard 
altitude. 30,000 feet; flight speed, 400 miles per hour; 1Jad c' 0.85; 
, 
rys c' 0.84; ryad t, 0.90; rys tJ 0.89; I , I ryb' 0.90; C, 0.97; no pressure 
Joss through intercool er or burner. 
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4 5 6 8 10 15 20 30 40 
Pressure ratio 
(b) Specific fuel consumption. 
F~gure 13 .. - Concluded. Performance of intercool ing cycle with inter-
cool ing at point for greatest power output. Maximum temperature, 2000 0 
R; NACA standard altitude, 3O~OOO feet; fl ight speed, 400 miles per 
hour; 7lad c' 0.85; l1s c' 0.84; 7lad t# 0.90; l1s t, 0.89; 7lb' 0.90; C, 
, -I , , 
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\0 
4 5 6 8 10 15 20 30 40 
Pressure ratio 
(a) Specific power outpvt. 
Figure 14. - Performance of intercool ing cycle with intercool ing at 
point of lowest specific fuel consumption. Maximum temperature, 20000 
R; NACA standard altitude, ~.OOO feet; flight speed, 400 miles per 
hour; 7J ad c' 0.85; 1']s c' 0.84; 7Jad V 0.90; 1']s t' 0.89; 'TJb' 0.90; C, I I , I 
0.97'; no pressure loss through intercooler or burner. 
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Pressure ratio 
(b) Specific fuel consumption. 
Fi gu re 14~ - Cone I uded~ Perfo rmance of in te rcoo I i n9 cyc I e wi th i nter-
cool ing at point of lowest specific fuel consumption. Maximum temper-
ature, 20000 R; NACA standard altitude, 30,000 feet; fl ight speed, 400 
miles per hour; 1]ad e' 0.85; 1]s e1 0.84; 7Jad t' 0.90; 7J s 11,0.89; 7Jb' I I I I 
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Pressure rati 0 
(a) Specific power output. 
Figure 15. - Performance of reheating cycle with 
points during expansjon~ Maximum temperature, 
altitude, 30,000 feet; fl ight speed, 400 mi les 
~s c' 0.84; ~ad t' 0.90; ~s t' 0.89; ~b' 0.90; 
, 1 , 
loss through reheater or burner~ 
20 30 40 
reheating at various 
20000 R; NACA standard 
per hour; ~ad c' 0.85; 
I 
C, 0.97; no pressure 
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a Basic cycle 
b Best-power reheating 
cycle 
c 8est-economy reheating 
~cle 
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P ressu re rat i 0 
(b) Specific fuel consumption. 
Figure. 15~ - Concluded. Performance of reheating cycle with reheating 
at various points during expansion~ Maximum temperature, 20000 R; 
NACA standard altitude, 30,000 feet; fl ight speed, 400 miles per hour; 
7J a d c' 0.85; 1}s~' 0.84; 7Ja d t. 0.90; Tis l' 0.89; 7Jb l 0.90; C, 0.97; , I 1 , 
no pressure loss through reheater or burner. 
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(a) Specific power output. 
Figure 16~ - Performance of regenerating cycl e~ Maximum temperature, 
2)000 R; NACA standard altitude, 30,000 feet; fl ight speed, 400 miles 
per hour; ~ad c' 0.85; ~s c' 0.84; ~ad t' 0.90; ~s t' 0.89; ~b' 0.90; I , , I 
C, 0.97 i no pressure loss through regenerator or burner. 
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(b) Specific fuel consumption. 
Figure 16~ - Concluded. Performance of regenerating eycl e. Maximum 
temperature, 20000 R; NACA standard altitude, 30.000 feet; flight 
speed, 400 mi I es per hour; 1')ad c' 0.85; 1')s c' 0.84; T)ad l' 0.90; 1')s t' 
, , I I 
0.89; 1')b' 0.90; C, 0.97; no pressure loss through regenerator or burn-
ere 
